
Zeck Zander Runner Hardbait

Zeck Fishing

Product number: ZK-ZL12

Maximise your catching success with the Zeck 
Zander Runner Plug - specially designed for perfect 
zander fishing.

from 14,95 € * 14,95 €

Zeck Zander Runner Fishing Lure - perfected for the zander

If you are looking for a high quality wobbler that is tuned to the behaviour of the zander, then the Zeck 
Zander Runner Fishing Plug is exactly what you need. Developed in close collaboration with fishing 
specialist Sebastian Haenel, this lure offers subtle running characteristics and special features to help you 
succeed.

The Zander Runner Hardbait has an integrated Weight Transfer System (exclusively for the 12.5cm 
variant!). This innovative feature allows you to cast the streamlined lure far. And the special feature: It is 
completely silent while doing so. This feature is essential when wobbling for zander, as it allows for an 
inconspicuous presentation of the lure, which significantly improves your catching success.

During a spinning stop, the zander runner tips briefly on its nose before slowly rising. It is precisely at this 
moment that the longed-for bite often awaits you. Especially near the shore and with active zander, this 
shallow-running wobbler delivers excellent catch results.

The Zeck Zander Runner Fishing Lure should be guided slowly. In murky water, as well as during the 
evening and night hours, it is particularly promising. Make your fishing trip an unforgettable experience and 
enjoy the fulfilling feeling when the zander bites.

This excellent fishing lure is available in five appealing colours: Pickle, Nightshade, Pinki, Reactor and 
Tortel Green. Choose the colour that best reflects your individual preferences and the conditions on the 
ground.

Features of the Zeck Zander Runner Fishing Plug:

Integrated Weight Transfer System for long distance casts (exclusively for the 12.5cm variant!)



Silent - for inconspicuous bait presentation
Low-action wobbler - perfectly tuned to zander behaviour
Floating action
Available in five colours: Pickle, Nightshade, Pinki, Reactor and Tortel Green

Don't hesitate any longer! The Zeck Zander Runner Wobbler is the perfect lure for successful zander fishing 
trips. Order now and experience for yourself how your catching success improves!

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/

